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Abstract
This article presents a set of new metaphysical thoughts, known as Subhashitas in Sanskrit. The author hopes that these shortened messages may inspire all to pursue good activities in the society. These quotations are in continuation of previous papers [2-5].
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1. Introduction

Philosophy is an enormous informative field. To understand the philosophy and Vedic literature one should have deeper knowledge and critical analyzing capacity. Such knowledge can be acquired by realization, experience, attending various discourses, by studying noble books and pursuing research at peaceful places either alone or with great thinkers. Their microscopic works and their thoughts have inner meanings which would instigate the minds of researchers and others to understand the purpose of living on this earth. Their thoughts also guide people to know the moral and ethical values so that they can have comfortable and respectable life in the society.

A new set of thoughts are compiled based on soul, super soul, body, mind and society. These subhashitas are in series of previous articles- Subhashitas: Metaphysical Thoughts [2-5].

2. Subhashitas – Metaphysical Thoughts

a) God, Soul and Mind

1) All spiritual activities are meant to go back to Godhead.

2) God is on the hands of devotees but he is very far away for demons.

3) One should learn to respect God as He is a supreme father.

4) Lord has neither friends nor enemies, but whoever is devoted, He is with him.
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5) Lord sits as neutral in the body as judge in the court, but punishes whoever commits mistake.

6) If a judiciary system punishes or not, but Supreme Lord certainly punishes sinners.

7) Your body asks comforts whereas the soul asks nothing but it carries your karma to next life.

8) No one will be with you, only soul and super soul are always with you.

9) Do not think you are alone, you can discuss and share your issues with your best friends your soul and super soul.

10) Parents are attached to the body of children, but not to their souls.

11) Block negative energy otherwise it destroys your mind.

12) Do all your activities with devotion, that only yields positive karma.

13) Demons think themselves all in all. They are against God, Scriptures and Society.

14) Demons are atheists, still they enjoy His property and make good business on the name of supreme Lord.

15) One who does not abandon sense gratification cannot become yogi.

16) The births are not accidental, they are arranged by Lord as per the law of karma.

17) Birth and death are continuous process. They are inevitable.

18) The present life is preparation for next birth as the salary of present month is expenditure for next month.

19) Those who are in the mode of ignorance worship dead spirits.

20) Without a good association, one cannot achieve transcendental knowledge.

21) One must visit pilgrimage centers and perform spiritual activities, which purifies your bad karmas.

22) Devotees search for devotees association.

23) Bhakti will be induced once you are in the association of devotees.
24) One who thinks every activity is spiritual, then he will have blissful life.

25) The more we think the sense enjoyment, the more the mind become dissatisfied.

b) Social

26) Bear all problems.

27) Do not waste even a single minute thinking about enemies.

28) The human activities are illusionary as dreams.

29) Cow yields milk from grass whereas snake produces poison from milk. Hence judge before donating.

30) He who does not learn from his past mistake is a fool.

31) Love can be given but not to be demanded.

32) Temples yield peace and will create unity in society.

33) One should not speak nonsense while discoursing in spiritual circle.

34) To make the mind austerity is to detach it from sense gratification.

35) Charity in the mode of goodness is recommended.

36) If you are right, do not react. They will realize later.

37) Do not deviate from your path, if someone discourages you.

38) One must respect elders irrespective of their position.

39) One must control tongue.

40) Your words may spoil your relationship and friendship.

41) Blood relations still exist even if you have differences.

42) Even if you are rich and have official or muscular power, one must talk lovingly and affectionately.

43) Your false ego brings you down one day.

44) Those who consider dharma to be adharma and adharma to be dharma are fools and they spoil the society.
45) The yogi should perform for advancement of human society.

46) Scolding does not give greatness, but serving yields greatness.

47) One should solve the problems cordially by keeping in view of the advancement spiritualistic and materialistic benefits of family and society.

48) Never underestimate opposite person, he may be more wiser than you.

49) Vision and mission are essential for success.

50) One who thinks every activity is spiritual, then he will have blissful life.
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